
Greetings to all of you at Fraser on this wonderful Sunday. There is finally a promise of Spring in the air!  

I hope each of you got to experience a few moments of tranquility over the weekend.  

When I was 20, I began work at an institution as a volunteer in a yearlong federal program designed to 

give college students experience in their chosen field of study. I lasted six months. It wasn’t that the 

work was physically hard work, in fact it was truly a labor of love. What beat me, was the mental 

anguish, the emotions, the frustrations and the anger which built as I uncovered the reasons people had 

been removed from society, the marginalization of a fellow human being. The following article 

resonates with me – strongly! Forty four years later I still feel the same passion. When I talk with many 

of our Fraser employees I hear the passion in their voices as well.  

A young man named Mike Bonikowsky is a DSP in Dufferin County, Ontario. He wrote the following, 

“Can we go out today?” It’s simple and it’s beautiful. Please read it to the END! 

Can we go out today - Mike Bonikowsky 

Each Morning since the pandemic began, I leave my home and drive down the empty highway to the location 

where I work. I enter the home, sanitize my hands, and greet the five men who live there. Each morning their 

expressions and vocalizations are a little more anxious and a little more intense than when I left them the previous 

afternoon. Each morning, I answer their questions: Can we go out today? No, I am sorry, we can’t. When can we go 

out again? We just have to take it one day at a time. Why can’t we? Because we could get sick. Is it just us? No. It’s 

the entire human race. Each morning they respond with a little more despair. We settle in for another day of 

shelter-in-place.  

We follow the rules and stay home. We forgo our regular routines and entertainment. The bowling trips, the 

painting classes, the kaorke at the day program are canceled. Dwain, whose mental health is closely clinked to a 

stable schedule and his twice daily bus rides to the local Wal-Mart is finding the days particularly difficult. When it 

feels like the walls are beginning to close in, we pile into the van for long drives through the silent country side of 

early spring. Gas is cheap. Until this week, we risked the Tim Horton’s drive through and cradle gently our totemic 

double doubles, sipping this rare elixir of normalcy. Together, we watch the live news broadcasts, Trudeau on his 

porch.  

At first I was reluctant to have the news on, worried it might prompt anxiety – for all of us. But when I would ask 

what they wanted to watch, their answer was always “the news”. They appreciate keeping up with the latest 

updates. While it might seem kinder to keep people “in the dark” respecting choice and self-determination is all the 

more crucial in times when our options seem so limited. This is their home, not mine. They are adults, so it does not 

make sense to simply follow the protocols I keep with my children.  Similarly, dignity demands the considerate 

honesty must come before my own desire for a sheltered and calm working environment. We are, after all, truly in 

this together.  

We hear announcers share the rising numbers, we try not to think about what an outbreak would mean in this 

small split-level residence, home to five men of advancing age and already compromised immunity. We wash our 

hands again. We stay home some more. We stop risking the drive –through, make our coffee at home, drink it 

together while we watch the news.  

I am afraid. I am afraid for them, but also for me, and for my family. But they are not. In many ways, COVID -19 has 

not disrupted their lives to the extent it has mine. They are now old men, tough and wise, who came of age in the 

crucible of the institutions. They have known hardship I can’t imagine. They have friends in the unmarked grave 

behind Huronia, and do not fear death as I do. They have lost more than I can understand and have lived through 

much grief – along with joy and celebration. Though not of their own choosing, social isolation is often not a new 



experience for people with intellectual and developmental disabilities. These men, despite their depths of hard- won 

wisdom and delightful companionship, are well accustomed to strangers keeping their distance in public places. 

The conditions we ironically bemoan on social media are barely distinguishable from how they spent most of the 

days of their lives. They are old pros at quarantine, and they are teaching me. 

My shift ends. I gratefully wash my hands and guiltily break the quarantine, to drive through a numbed town that 

has lost its freedom. The parks are empty, and the bars and the movie theatres are closed. For the first time, the 

rest of us are learning the taste of institutional living. It’s our liberties that have been curtailed, our habits that are 

judged, and our behaviour that must conform now to programs designed by others. All homes are experiencing 

increased legislation, restricted freedoms, and pressure to act and behave in certain ways.  Throughout history, 

these demands we now face have too-often been the experience of people with intellectual and developmental 

disabilities. I hope that I – that we – can bear these conditions with half the grace and humour that these men have 

for so many years. Now we do so to protect vulnerable people from the coronavirus. In the past, vulnerable people 

have often been asked to act and behave in certain ways only to protect the status quo.  

Back at my own home, I find myself without so many of the social connections that add meaning to my life. I taste 

the marginalization that is part of the daily experience of so many people. We have so much to learn from one 

another. I am just now learning what many others have been training for their whole life: that when our hands fall 

still, and when our distractions fail us, we are left with what matters most. We come face to face with ourselves, 

and those who are closest to us. So let’s be good to one another. Let’s be kind and patient. Let’s have grace for lack 

of social skills, for poorly chosen words, and for tempers lost. Let’s share the television remote and swear at missing 

puzzle pieces together. Let’s care for one another and be grateful that this isolation isn’t forever. It is an  act of love 

for a broken world. And when these quarantines end and we once again find it easy to take our casual gatherings 

for granted, let’s remember Dwain and others for whom “social distancing” has too often been an unchosen reality 

of marginalization. Let’s stay home together. And when the time comes, let’s leave our homes together as well.  
Mike has served as a Direct Support Professional since 2007. 

 

Resilience is one of our core “values” at Fraser. It wasn’t chosen by chance – it was chosen because it 

represents a value necessary for an organization to exist for 126 years. An organization is only as good 

as its people. We have great people!  

It doesn’t matter if we as employees work with intellectual and developmental disabilities, or we work 

tirelessly to end homelessness for our youth, or we strive to give the children in our care, the best 

foundation we can to support them as they grow – we do it the Fraser Way – People first.  

This is why we work here, why we stick our necks out during a pandemic. Why another value; “service 

above self” again strikes a familiar chord.  

Thank you Mike, for putting into words what so many of us at Fraser Ltd., are feeling.  

With gratitude for each of you, 

Sandra Leyland 

CEO 

 

 



 

 

 

 


